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Abstract

The work is devoted to the problem of quantitative evaluation of the microstructure on the
example of work with the TEM study of ultraﬁne-grained (UFG) austenitic steel for use in
nuclear power. The material was obtained by radial-shear rolling and has different features of the
structural structure of the cross section (from the periphery to the center), which makes it
relevant to the correct assessment of the microstructure, taking into account all the features. This
is difﬁcult to do correctly, using only existing simple methods (average grain size, degree of
grain misalignment, phase ratio) and most importantly, the results can not always be compared
with each other. For a more objective and unambiguous assessment of different types of
microstructure, a new qualimetric technique for quantitative quality analysis was developed. The
new technique made it possible to make a more correct comparison of changes in the quality of
the rod microstructure and to evaluate the effectiveness of the technology. According to the
assessment, the greatest improvement is experienced by the central zone of the bar, from 0.13 to
0.43, that is, more than 3 times. At the same time, the quality growth of the peripheral region is
low (only 1.29 times) and tends to slow down. This is due to the fact that with an increase in the
degree of deformation there is no further reﬁnement of the structure, but only improves its shape,
becoming more uniform, as also evidenced by the values of the mean square deviation, showing
the minimum spread of values. The resulting methodology for the qualimetric evaluation of
quality can be used to create free open of image processing algorithms (e.g. MathLab), and for
commercial products for quantitative metallographic analysis.
Keywords: qualitative analysis, method, normalization function, microstructure
(Some ﬁgures may appear in colour only in the online journal)
Introduction

various methods of quantitative metallographic analysis, such
as the average grain size, the average grain area, the average
quadratic deviations of these values, the speciﬁc surface of
grain boundaries, determining the degree of grain inequality,
the phase ratio, the proportion, type and nature of the
distribution of non-metallic inclusions in steels and other
indicators [1–3], are used for the analysis and control of

As it is known, the features of the microstructure of metals
and alloys determine their mechanical and operational properties. In production and scientiﬁc practice, for microstructure
analysis and control the technologies based on the comparison of the observed structure with the standards, as well as
0031-8949/19/105702+13$33.00
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microstructure. It is important to note that these methods are
not unambiguous and do not fully correspond to each other,
which makes it difﬁcult to make an objective and accurate
comprehensive assessment. This is especially true for complex cases of assessing the success of work with new materials having a gradient structure or structure of different types
[4]. Therefore, the use and development of complex metallographic analysis of one indicator, based on the methods of
qualimetry and mathematical statistics is an urgent task.
Therefore, the use of complex metallographic analysis based
on the methods of qualimetry and mathematical statistics is an
urgent task.
The task of formalization of methods of assessment of
heterogeneous displays arose long ago and in very different
areas of human activity from audit and economy to an
assessment of efﬁciency of work and accuracy of production
processes. In the 1970s G Azgaldov performed the generalization of the heterogeneous methods of assessment of heterogeneous objects and phenomena from different ﬁelds in a
more general theoretical form, called Qualimetry—theory of
quantitative quality evaluation are brieﬂy described in [5].
More detailed descriptions are given in the main works [6–8].
Similar questions were also raised by other researchers in
various ﬁelds [9–15]. The closest to this article and the most
detailed work [13]. However, in this article, in order to avoid
discrepancies, we will adhere to the terminology described
in [5].
The basis of qualimetry is the principle of deriving a
single numerical equivalent of quality (called a complex
quality indicator, Ко) from the hierarchical structure of the
quality indicators of individual properties [5]. Properties can
be any number of many, as a rule, they are grouped into more
common properties (mechanical, chemical, aesthetic, etc). At
the ﬁrst stage, a property tree is always formed. The value of
the contribution of each property (or group of properties) to
the complex quality indicator is determined by the tree.
Weight coefﬁcients are assigned for each property. First, the
group (tier) coefﬁcients are determined, then, based on them,
the weighting coefﬁcients for each speciﬁc property. Herewith,

å a¢i = a¢g ,

Also known option:
m

К0 =

Theoretical basis of quality assessment
The objective function of information Ко must have special
properties: the zero value of any of the dominant indicators
causes a zero value of the complex indicator, the zero value of
a single compensated indicator does not entail a reduction to
zero of the complex indicator. These properties allow to take
into account not only the quantitative difference in the signiﬁcance of individual indicators, but also the qualitative or
otherwise—the status of the dominant or compensated indicator. This division of quality parameters most fully reﬂects
the speciﬁcs of the products of different industries [5].
The function is a so-called ‘convolution’. For a single
convolution of the estimated function can be used, grounded
in the works [16–19]:
⎤0,5
⎡
a
i
K0 = ⎢ Di · å b j k j ⎥ ,
⎥⎦
⎢⎣ i
j
Sai = 1; Sbi = 1,

(1 )

i

(5 )

j

where αi and βj—the parameters of the dominant and compensated weighting of indicators;
Di—quality assessment for the ith dominant ﬁgure;
kj—assessment of the quality of jth compensated
indicator.
The above function is not without drawbacks. There are
also other methods of convolution, but as a rule, they are
highly complex, and often also represent some applied special
cases. In this regard, it can be recommended, with a relatively
small property tree and a small number of dominant properties, to use the formula (3) with a logical condition of zero
reversal of the entire function, with a zero value of one of the

(2 )

n

å ai k i ,

(4 )

The feature of the second option is that the zero value of
any quality indicator turns into zero the entire expression,
whereas in the ﬁrst, the zero value of one of the indicators
only reduces the overall score.
There is a reasonable question that the simple distribution
of numerical weighting coefﬁcients is not sufﬁcient to
determine the contribution of each property to quality. For
example, a product with an inappropriate content of some
elements of the chemical composition, with satisfactory
mechanical properties can be used, while the discrepancy of
the geometry of the product to the system of the accepted
tolerances and landings (especially the lower deviation for the
shaft and the upper for the hole) is a clear defect with arbitrarily outstanding other properties.
In this regard, in addition to the accepted hierarchical
distribution of properties in the hierarchy, it is also advisable
to divide all single properties into dominant and compensating properties in parallel [16].

where αI—weight ratio: 0αi <1.
Then deﬁne the method of consolidating the assessments
of individual properties to obtain a complex quality indicator
Ко. The simplest and most common way is shown in the
formula (3):
К0 =

i

1

where ai/—weighting factor within a property group;
ai/g—group (tier) weighting factor.
At the same time, each tier must comply with the condition:

å ai = 1,

 kia .

(3 )

1

where ki—single quality indicator.
2
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dominant indicators. This makes it much easier to set the
target function in many applications (such as MS Excel).
Now, we need to somehow assess the quality of individual properties, and thus derive a single (differentiated)
quality indicator for each property. In fact, this is a rationing
operation. It involves the following tasks:
(1) all differentiated quality indicators of all properties
(normalized values) should be in the same range, which
corresponds to the range within which the complex
quality indicator should change (usually [0; 1]);
(2) adequate rationing limits, that is, the boundaries of the
area of natural values of the property relative to which
the normalization is performed (often these values are
set by standards, or are reference, otherwise set by the
researcher);
(3) adequate direction of the normalization function.
Function can: increase; decrease; increase to a certain
value, and then decrease; according to the principles of
evaluation ‘the more the better’, ‘the less the better’, or
on both sides tends to the reference value (also known
As Z, S and a type of functions);
(4) the form of the normalization function, the quality
assessment can vary linear, or one of the nonlinear
methods or a combination of them (exponentially,
trigonometrically, etc), this also includes such special
cases of A-functions as asymmetry and trapezidity
(ﬁxed ‘area’ of the highest value in the place of the
maximum A-normalization function) and all their
combinations;
(5) each unit property is assigned individually the normalization boundaries, direction and form of the normalization function.

Figure 1. Harrington desirability function.
Table 1. Desirability scale.

Dimensionless scale
Very good
Good
Satisfactory
Bad
Very bad

0, 80 K 100
0, 63 K 0, 80
0, 37 K 0, 63
0, 20 K 0, 37
0, 00 K 0, 20

Quality level
Etalon
Premium grade
1st grade
2nd grade
Defect

clearly differentiate the estimates on the desirability scale
(table 1). The function is shown in ﬁgure 1.
As you can see, in order to get a high score, the normalized values must be greater than 1 (score ∼0.63). Moreover, the zero value of the normalized index gives ∼0.37.
Thus, the ﬁnal score tends to 1 for any value greater than 2
(score 0.8) and tends to zero for any value less than −0.5
(score 0.2). This is convenient for unambiguous assessment of
the obtained quality level.
However, this requires a special normalization function
that provides the desired range of values. This function does
not depend on preset quality limits. The quality assessment is
based solely on the characteristics of the distribution of the
estimated value. The border quality is determined based on
the average values, dispersion, distribution, and empirical
coefﬁcients. Set 6 boundaries (numerically equal to the constants A1KA6). Depending on the range in which the estimated value falls, the corresponding empirical normalization
formula is applied [20]. All formulas correspond to the linear
method of normalization of Z-type.
Constants A1KA6 are determined by empirical relations:

In accordance with this, we will analyze the methods of
rationing. Typically, a function requires specifying the
boundaries of the regulation. This is not difﬁcult if there are
established standards. If they do not satisfy the researcher, or
none at all, they are assigned from the subjective representations of the researcher, or, use special methods of
rationing that do not require predetermined strict boundaries
and operating moments of distribution of higher orders (such
as dispersion). Such methods are quite complex and cumbersome. Let us start with one of these techniques, also
known as empirical [20]. More details about this family of
techniques are given in works [21, 22].
Finding a differentiable quality index is reduced to the
normalization of the natural values of this property, and
subsequent processing according to the double exponential
Harrington distribution law [23], widely used for evaluation
in many ﬁelds from engineering to humanitarian studies.
kij = exp [–exp {–Yij [Rij (rij )]}] ,

Indicator К0

S
S ⎫
; A2 = r + a2 , ⎪
sN
sN ⎪
A3 = r - 2 · S ; A 4 = r + 2 · S , ⎬
S
S ⎪
A5 = r - a2 ; A 6 = r - a1 ,⎪
sN
sN ⎭

A1 = r + a1

(6 )

(7 )

where r —arithmetic mean of the indicator ri, obtained from a
sample of N experimental values;

where rij—the natural value of the qualimetric assessment
obtained from the measurements;
R and Y—normalized values.
The processing function, also known as the desirability
function, serves to smooth the normalized value, and to

S—standard deviation;
α1 and α2—coefﬁcients determined from equation (10);
σΝ—parameter determined from equation (11).
3
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Table 2. Values of empirical coefﬁcients.

N

a

b

c

d

0<N40
40<N80
80<N150

0490
0473
0504

00 144
00 192
00 121

0725
0862
0923

01 134
00 757
00 616

Here to calculate the Y* parameter at the condition
Aj>Aj+1, the following relations are used (8):
⎫
- 0, 47588, ri Î [A1 , A2 ) ; ⎪
A2 - A1
⎪
⎪
rij - A2
76634
+ 0, 00577, ri Î [A2 , A3 ) ; ⎪
A3 - A2
⎪
⎪
rij - A3
72783
+ 0, 77211, ri Î [A3 , A 4 ] ; ⎬
A 4 - A3
⎪
⎪
rij - A 4
75043
+ 1, 49994, ri Î (A 4 , A5 ] ; ⎪
A5 - A 4
⎪
⎪
rij - A5
348971
+ 2, 25037, ri Î (A5 , A 6 ].⎪
A 6 - A5
⎭

Y * = 0, 48165
Y * = 0,
Y * = 0,
Y * = 0,
Y * = 2,

rij - A1

Figure 2. Graph of dependence of the value of roll barrel hardness

normalized by empirical method on their natural value.

(8 )

(9):

For the case Aj<Aj+1 it is necessary to use the relations

⎫
- 0, 47588, ri Î [A1 , A2 ) ; ⎪
⎪
A1 - A2
⎬
A5 - rij
Y * = 2, 348971
+ 2, 25037, ri Î (A5 , A 6 ].⎪
⎪
A5 - A 6
⎭
Y * = 0, 48165

A1 - rij

Figure 3. The dependence of the differentiable quality indicator ki

from the natural values of the estimated parameters (the hardness of
roll barrel).

(9 )

At the same time, for the intervals [A2, A3), [A3, A4], (A4,
A5] for the dependencies (9), the relations (8) remain valid.
The coefﬁcients α1 and α2 are determined from the relations:
a1 = YN - 7, 565
a2 = YN - 2, 97,

sN
N

When plotting the graph, the boundary points A1KA6 for
the original sample were ﬁxed and the distribution of the
natural value within (A1; A6) was constructed. According to
the graph the sharp, almost discrete transitions are clearly
visible when using different formulas corresponding to the
given ranges. The boundary points A1KA6 and the distribution characteristics used for this graph are respectively: ri–93,
63; Si–1, 35; A1–84, 79; A2–87, 84; A3–88, 14; A4–98, 82;
A5–99, 12; A6–10 216.
The dependence of the differentiated quality index ki on
the natural values of the estimated parameter (ﬁgure 3) shows
the smoothing of the signiﬁcance growth with the increase
of the natural value, as well as a particularly sharp transition
in the range of ki values (0.37; 0.62). This suggests that even
small ﬂuctuations in the natural value in the A2 boundary area
lead to a signiﬁcant change in the differentiated quality
indicator.
The advantage of this method, as already mentioned, is
the ability to work without pre-deﬁned normalization
boundaries. This is important when researching new materials
and processes. Also, the method allows you to quickly,
clearly and unambiguously evaluate and compare the resulting level of quality on a scale of desirability.

- 2, 97;
(10)

where parameters YN and σN can be found from work [20] or
determined by dependencies:
YN = a + b · ln N ;
sN = c + d · ln N .

(11)

Empirical coefﬁcients a, b, c and d are obtained by
mathematical processing of experimental data. The values of
these coefﬁcients for different sample sizes are presented in
table 2.
For a more visual visualization of the method, based on
the previous work [24] devoted to the statistical analysis of
the quality of hot-rolled steel, two graphs were constructed as
an example (ﬁgures 2 and 3 and). These are graphs of the
dependence of the empirical normalized value of the real
distribution of the barrel hardness of the sample of rolling
rolls on their natural value (ﬁgure 2) and the dependence of
the differentiated quality index ki on the natural values of the
estimated parameter (ﬁgure 3).
4
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The following features limit the use of the technique, in
any case, they need to pay attention to the choice and use of
methods of rationing:
(1) in principle, it is impossible to use this technique in the
current edition to estimate quantities with rigidly
speciﬁed quality limits (tolerances, chemical composition, etc), since even the values outside the limits
(defects) get high evaluation;
(2) the increasing Z-shaped character of normalization
makes incorrect the use of this technique in the current
version to assess the quality of quantities on the
principle of ‘the more, the worse’ (S-type, for example,
harmful impurities) or A-type (two-side border: for
example, tolerance);
(3) for almost any sample corresponding to the normal
distribution, this method gives approximately the same
estimates equal to 0.73. In other words, ‘quality’ means
the minimum spread of values and its compliance with
the normal distribution law;
(4) in this regard, the possible incompatibility of simultaneous application with other methods of rationing,
since, in fact, the main range of estimates is in the range
(0.62÷0.82), which can cause incorrectness, in the
derivation of a complex quality indicator, and actually
violates the condition (1) of the common principles of
rationing;
(5) relatively low sensitivity of the method, for the
possibility of real comparison of quality indicators,
calculations must be made with an accuracy of 4, 5 or
more decimal places;
(6) it is possible to obtain more different estimates, it is
necessary to calculate the variance and average (and,
accordingly, the boundaries A1KA6) for the general set,
and then, separately compare the resulting quality
indicators.

Figure 4. Dependence of ki on natural values of ri by the
formula (12).

Figure 5. Linear normalization functions of Z and S types.

(2) in almost any nature of the distribution of the boundary
values A1KA6 do not ﬁt completely into the range (0;
1), and therefore, it may be advisable to take ﬁxed
values within (0; 1) for cases of work with already
normalized in the range of data, or change the ﬁnal
formula, ‘pulling’ the distribution of ki in the desired
range;
(3) the already mentioned low sensitivity of the method
becomes even lower, which, with an increase in the
volume of calculations creates known problems.

Restrictions (1) and (2) are bypassed by the introduction
of a preliminary rationing operation by any suitable method
(however, already require the deﬁnition of rationing boundaries). Then, the normalized value is normalized again
according to the described method. Simplistically, this can be
represented as a formula with preliminary rationing by the
linear method:
ki = exp {–exp [–  empirical  (linear  )]}.

(12)

The method was tested in work [23].
Now some known techniques for valuation with pre-sets
the boundary values will be described. Such methods are
simpler and usually include all three possible evaluation
options (Z, S and A types). Let us start with the simplest and
most common linear normalization technique [13, 15, 20].
Linear normalization function of Z and S types respectively (for responses limited on one side) (ﬁgure 5):

An example of the dependence of the differentiated
quality index ki on the natural values ri (0.2; 0.66) by the
formula (12) is shown in ﬁgure 4.
In this method of calculation the differentiated quality
index ki behaves adequately, but:
(1) the lower limit ki starts at 0.647. According to the
accepted linear normalization, all values of which are in
the range (0; 1), a lower estimate can not be obtained,
therefore, for any normal distribution, the values of ki
will be in the range (0.6; 1). This is inconvenient and
incorrect for comparison and work with indicators
normalized in any other way;

⎧ 0, r < rmin;
⎪
⎪ (r - rmin)
, r Î [rmin;rmax] ;
kij = ⎨
⎪ (rmax - rmin )
⎪
⎩1, r > rmax.
5
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Figure 6. Linear normalization function of A type.
Figure 7. Trigonometric normalization functions of Z and S types.

⎧ 0, r < rmin;
⎪
⎪ (rmax - r )
, r Î [rmin;rmax].
kij = ⎨
⎪ (rmax - rmin )
⎪
⎩1, r > rmax.

(14)

Linear function of A-type normalization (responses limited to two sides) (ﬁgure 6):
⎧ 2 (r - rmin)
⎡
r + rmax ⎤
, r Î ⎢rmin; min
;
⎪
⎣
⎦⎥
2
⎪ (rmax - rmin )
kij = ⎨ 2 (rmax - r )
⎡ r + rmax
⎤
, r Î ⎢ min
; rmax⎥ ;
⎪
⎣
⎦
2
⎪ (rmax - rmin )
⎩ 0, r < rmin, r > rmax.

(15)
Figure 8. Trigonometric normalization functions of A type.

This technique is simple, reliable and clear, but the linear
nature of the increase in the estimate may not satisfy everyone. Also, this method allows the construction of a trapezoidal function on the basis of A-type (10.13), by replacing
the average value with two different values of the set range
(for the left and right parts, respectively), the gap between
which will form a ‘platform’ at the top. In all other cases, the
evaluation functions of a single quality indicator with a differentiated rate of change, that is, nonlinear, are used.
Let us consider trigonometric normalization functions of
Z and S types respectively (ﬁgure 7) [20]:

By double compressing the x-axis and shifting the function
(15) by π to the left along the ordinate axis, we derive the
trigonometric A-type normalization function (ﬁgure 8):
⎧ 0, r < rmin
⎪
⎪
⎛
2(r - rmax ) ⎞
kij = ⎨ 0, 5 + 0, 5 cos ⎜p p ⎟ , r Î [rmin; rmax].
⎝
(rmax - rmin ) ⎠
⎪
⎪0 , r > r .
⎩
max

(18)

As it can be seen, functions are relatively simple to
implement, and can replace linear functions of the corresponding
types, where a smoother estimate near the boundary points is
required. An important distinctive feature of the technique is the
simultaneous smooth transition from the lowest to the highest
assessment.
The following family of functions is based on the use of
degree [13, 25]. Most simply normalize the parabola, but this
does not preclude the use of other degrees. Normalization can
be carried out both on the concave and on the convex branch
of the parabola. The functions of regulation Z and S types by
concave branch are presented on ﬁgure 9(a):

⎧1, r < rmin
⎪
⎛ (r - rmin) ⎞
⎪
kij = ⎨ 0, 5 + 0, 5 cos ⎜
p⎟ , r Î [rmin; rmax] ;
⎝ (rmax - rmin ) ⎠
⎪
⎪
⎩ 0 , r > rmax.
(16)
⎧ 0, r < rmin
⎪
⎛ (r - rmax) ⎞
⎪
kij = ⎨ 0, 5 + 0, 5 cos ⎜
p⎟ , r Î [rmin; rmax].
⎝ (rmax - rmin ) ⎠
⎪
⎪
⎩1 , r > rmax.
(17)

ki =

6

(Ri - Rmin)2
;
(Rmax - Rmin)2

(19)
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Figure 10. Degree normalization function of A-type at n=2

and n=8.

Also, a number of restrictions on the ability to smoothly
change the shape of the function, change the degree of convexity or concavity, especially in the case of A-type function.
The use for concave and convex forms of degree normalization function of different types of formulas can also be
attributed to the disadvantages.
From all these techniques, only linear method allows the
use of asymmetric dependencies A-type, which can be useful
if the desired optimum is not exactly in the middle between
the boundary values, and offset.

Figure 9. Degree normalization functions of Z and S types.

ki =

(Ri - Rmax)2
.
(Rmax - Rmin)2

(20)

Development of a new assessment methodology

Normalization functions of Z and S types by convex
branch are presented on ﬁgure 9(b):
Ki = 1 -

(Riб - Rmax)2
;
(Rmax - Rmin)2

(21)

Ki = 1 -

(Riб - Rmin)2
,
(Rmax - Rmin)2

(22)

ki = 1 -

2n ·

((

rmin + rmax
2

n

)-R) .

(Rmax - Rmin)n

The function proposed in our case is based on the well-known
method [20] (formula (24)), which initially provides only for
the Z-type function. Since this technique has excellent characteristics (ﬂexibility of changing the rate of increase of the
estimate and the relative simplicity of calculation), it makes
sense to derive the entire complex of normalization functions
not only for the Z-type function.
The method of rationing in this technique is based on the
exponential function. The linear normalization of the property
occurs in the exponent, while the degree base serves as a
measure of the steepness of the function. The s-type function
is obtained by replacing the exponent numerator:

i

(23)

Degree normalization function of A-type for different
values of degree n is shown in ﬁgure 10.
The degree method differs from the trigonometric one in
that either the upper part of the function is smoothed at the
sharp lower or the lower one at the upper sharp edge of the
function (the ﬁrst case also applies to the A-type). The last
two methods (trigonometric and degree) have an important
advantage in the fact that the functions of A-type of these
methods are represented by only one relatively simple formula. This greatly simpliﬁes the calculation, eliminating the
many logical conditions in the normalization. Using the
formula (21) allows you to build a ‘site’ at the level of evaluation 1. This is achieved by increasing the degree, but
occurs very abruptly.

Z
⎧
⎪1 - 1 - D , Z = (r - rmin) , r Î [rmin; rmax] ;
ki = ⎨
1-D
(rmax - rmin )
⎪
⎩ 0, r < rmin, r > rmax.
(24)
Z
⎧
⎪1 - 1 - D , Z = (rmax - r ) , r Î [rmin; rmax ]
ki = ⎨
,
1-D
(rmax - rmin )
⎪
⎩ 0, r < rmin, r > rmax.
(25)

where Δ—degree base affecting the shape of the function.

7
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Figure 12. The exponential normalization S-type function at

different degree base (Δ=0.05; Δ=10; Δ→1; Δ=2000).

Figure 11. Exponential normalization functions of Z and S types
at Δ=0.05.

The proposed technique in the most common form will
be as follows:

Both types of functions are shown in ﬁgure 11, with a
degree base value of 0.05.
The function is relevant for the estimation of quantities
limited on the one side. Moreover, the signiﬁcance of the
value increases (or decreases) exponentially as it approaches
the corresponding boundary. The basis of degree Δ is crucial.
By changing it, you can smoothly vary:

⎧
1 - D1Z1
(c1 - ri )
⎪1 , Z1 =
, r Î [rmin; c1] ;
(c1 - rmin )
1 - D2
⎪
⎪
ki = ⎨
,
1 - D2Z 2
(r - ri )
⎪1 , Z 2 = 1 - max
, r Î [c2 ; rmax] ;
(rmax - c2 )
1 - D2
⎪
⎪
⎩ 0, r < rmin, r > rmax; 1, r Î [c1; c2]
(27)

– Concavity of the function, at Δ<1 (optimal
value 0.05).
– Convexity of the function, at Δ>1 (optimal value 10).
– Zoom function to linear view at Δ→1.

where с1—start point of ‘platform’ ?;
с2—end point of ‘platform’ ?;
Δ1—degree base of the left part of function (affects the
shape);
Δ2—degree base of the right part of function (affects the
shape).
If с1=с2=rcp and Δ1=Δ2, then we obtain the
formula (19), as a special case of a symmetric non-trapezoidal
A-type function. If с1=с2=rmax and Δ1=Δ2, we get a
Z-type function (22). Examples of different options are shown
in ﬁgure 14.
Figure 14 shows that:

However, Δ=1 can not be used, since the denominator
of the function turns to zero, but the use of Δ=0.99 gives a
picture virtually indistinguishable from the linear. Different
variants of changing the degree base Δ are shown on the
example of the S-type function in ﬁgure 12.
Now, we derive the A-type normalization function. The
use of one formula, like (16) or (21) is impossible, because
the exponential dependence has no inﬂection points, unlike
parabola or periodic functions, so we divide the region in half
between the boundary points, set the condition, and assign
each of the resulting ranges its formula:

– The proposed function makes it possible to change the
signiﬁcance of the property in a very wide range, and to

⎧
⎡
1 - DZ1
2 · (rmin - r )
r + rmax ⎤
, Z1 = 1 +
, r Î ⎢rmin; min
⎪1 ⎥⎦ ;
⎣
(
)
D
1
r
r
2
max
min
⎪
⎪
ki = ⎨
⎡ r + rmax
⎤
2 · (r - rmax)
1 - DZ 2
, Z2 = 1 +
, r Î ⎢ min
; rmax⎥ ;
⎪1 ⎣
⎦
(rmax - rmin )
1-D
2
⎪
⎪
⎩ 0, r < rmin, r > rmax.

(26)

do it not discretely (in contrast to the power technique)
but smoothly.
– This technique includes a linear, convex and concave
functions, which is convenient, with a variety of
estimated properties that require a special approach to
the evaluation of each, also, it is especially convenient,
with an automated method of calculation, since you can

Normalization A-type function for several versions of the
degree base is shown in ﬁgure 13. Also, this technique allows
to build A-type functions with asymmetry and trapezoidal
(ﬁxed ‘platform’ of the highest value in the place of the
maximum A-type normalization function), it is also possible
to build functions with different types of steepness of branches and all sorts of combinations.
8
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– However, the function essentially excludes the simultaneous smooth transition from the lowest to the highest
estimate, in contrast to the trigonometric technique,
however, this limitation can also be circumvented by
creating an additional condition and ‘splicing’ of
branches not by X, but by the Y axis, thus, in the most
common form, the technique will be four functions,
delimited by conditional quarters, which will allow to
give the normalization at any form.
– A-type normalization allows the possibility of creating a
‘platform’ of a given length at the level of the highest
estimate by replacing the average value with two
different values of the set range (for the left and right
parts, respectively).
– A-type normalization allows for the asymmetry of the
objective function, which allows you to set it with a
variety of utility requirements when changing the
criterion, is achieved by entering instead of the average
value of the independent variable, and the corresponding adjustment of rmin and rmax for each of the
ranges.
– Also, it is possible to use functions with different
variants of steepness of different branches of the A-type
function.

Figure 13. The exponential normalization A-type function at
different degree base (Δ=10; Δ=0.05; Δ→1).

These features allow to recommend a demonstration
methodology for use as the common methodology for normalization of data.

Testing of a new quality assessment methodology
For the qualimetric evaluation testing of the microstructure
quality the stainless steel AISI-321 was chosen. This material
is actively used in nuclear engineering both as a structural
material of reactor pressure vessels and pipelines, and as
containing nuclear fuel in the core of fuel rods for new fast
neutron reactors and fourth generation reactors [26]. Radialshear rolling [28] can be an aleternative used now in the
production of traditional zirconium fuel rods for pilger rolling
[27]. Radial-shear rolling is one of the effective tools for
intensive changes in the microstructure of the deformable
metal with the achievement of ultraﬁne-grained (UFG) state
and the same properties, as described in [29, 30], but achieved
by other, less close to mass production methods. In particular,
the UFG structure, with a sufﬁciently small grain, has a high
radiation resistance, since the grain boundaries serve as runoff
surfaces for radiation defects, and the ﬁner the grain—the
greater the speciﬁc surface area of the intergrain boundaries
[31]. Therefore, obtaining such a structure is quite an
urgent task.
However, the features of radial-shear rolling do not allow
to obtain the same structure across the entire section of the
bar, forming a gradient structure—in the center of the narrow
elongated grains, and on the periphery—equiaxed grains
[32–34]. This complicates the unambiguous assessment of the
deformation efﬁciency and requires the use of mathematical
apparatus of qualimetry.

Figure 14. Different variants of the exponential normalization
A-type function.

set one technique for the entire array, the form of the
function is responsible for only one variable, and this is
true for all three types of functions.
– The form of the normalization function is close to the
normal distribution curve, which distinguishes it from
other methods.
– Also this technique is preferable to trigonometric, since
it is often required (for example, in the assessment of
harmful impurities) that the assessment, gradually
increasing from the permissible limit, sharply increases
the signiﬁcance at the opposite border, this requirement
is most met by the exhibitor.
9
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Figure 16. Grain area of the periphery (a) and the center (b) of the

Figure 15. Grain designations for images of the periphery (a) and the

rod after deformation.

center (b) of the rod after deformation.

the above-mentioned geometric characteristics were calculated for them.
If desired, the measured values can be visualized by
selecting in Viewer tool—Label command and selecting the
desired characteristic from the menu that appears. Thus,
ﬁgure 16 shows the area values of some grains for the same
pair of images of the structure after deformation.
To work with geometric characteristics, open the Data
Viewer tool, leave only the necessary characteristics in the
table and copy them for further work in MS Excel. The
program automatically determines the largest and smallest
linear dimensions of the resulting shape, which are denoted as
length and width. Figure 17 shows a screenshot of the Data
Viewer tool window with a table of grain geometry
characteristics.
After importing the data into MS Excel, we calculate for
each grain:

Thus, as an example illustrating the advantages of the above
method over traditional methods of microstructure evaluation,
this material is most appropriate. For the qualimetric assessment
of the quality of the microstructure of steel AISI-321, as a base,
such known methods of quantitative metallographic analysis as
the determination of the average grain size, grain area, the degree
of grain misalignment [2, 3] were used.
For the analysis of images of the structure the free software JMicroVision v1.2.7 [35] from Nicolas Roduit was
used. The program is described in detail in [36], one of the
successful examples of application is given in [37]. The
program allows to automate the process of measuring
the geometric characteristics of the grain. To do this, select
the grain boundaries in automatic or manual mode. In this
case, the manual mode was used, because grain boundaries
were not enough contrast in all areas of all images for automatic recognition, which could lead to errors.
We will analyze theTEM images after deformation. First,
the scale was set. To do this, open the image in the program,
go to the tab Spatial Calibration and using a special tool
measure the length of the scale mark in the photo, and then
specify the length of the scale mark in nm. For these images,
the scale was 5.6 pixels per 1 nm.
Then open the 2D Measurement tab, select the dimension
of an arbitrary shape and trace the visible grain boundaries in
turn. After manually marking the grain boundaries, the
resulting shapes were automatically numbered (ﬁgure 15) and

– Average grain size, ﬁnding the arithmetic mean
between length and width.
– The degree of grain inequality, as the ratio of length to
width.
To calculate the complex quality index, we use the main
geometric properties of the microstructure, which will make
up the property tree and assign them the weighting coefﬁcients. Then we deﬁne the boundaries of the normalization
ranges. The lower bounds are assumed to be zero, and the
upper ones will be rounded to the maximum value of the
10
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Figure 17. Screenshot of the Data Viewer tool window with a table of grain geometric characteristics after the second pass.
Table 3. Properties of the microstructure and coefﬁcients of their ponderability.

Range
№
1
2
3

Property
Grain area
Average grain size
Degree of grain inequality

Unit
2

nm
nm
—

Min

Max

0
0
0

3 × 10
3000
1

6

Function type

Δ

Coefﬁcient of ponderability

S
S
Z

0.05
0.05
0.05

0.33
0.33
0.34

deviation, as a measure of the isotropy of the microstructure.
It is much more convenient to use the standard deviation for
the complex quality index than for the areas of grain
recommended in the classical works, like [1], because it
becomes possible to compare the level of dispersion of
structures of different sizes. The resulting values are grouped,
for example, in our case by passes. After that, the results can
be represented, for example, in the form of histograms
(ﬁgure 18).
In our case, the analysis of the complex quality index of
steel AISI 321, subjected to 3 passes of deformation in the
radial-shear rolling mill, shows that the greatest improvement
in the experiences of the central area of the rod, from 0.13 to
0.43, that is more than 3 times. At the same time, the growth
in the quality of the peripheral region is low (only 1.29 times)
and tends to slow down. This is due to the fact that at a given
temperature, with an increase in the degree of deformation,
there is no further grinding of the structure, but only improves
its shape, becoming more uniform, as also evidenced by the
values of the standard deviation showing a minimum spread
of values.
After the third pass, the quality of the microstructure of
the central and peripheral parts is almost compared. The
difference is 0.1, or 19% compared to the difference of 0.28
(68%) after the ﬁrst pass. Grains become more equiaxed, but
at the same time remain separate fragments of the former

corresponding value of this property in the general set of all
three passes. Then for each property we determine the type of
the normalization function (the previously described general
method and equation (27)) and its shape by selecting the
parameter Δ. To evaluate the quality and normalization of the
selected properties, one-way boundaries and functions of Z
and S types are best suited (special cases of the method—
equations (24) and (25)). Such properties as grain area and
average grain size are rapidly gaining importance as the
natural indicators of these properties decrease. The smaller the
size and area of grain-the better. The degree of grain
unevenness varies within [0; 1]. The value 1 corresponds to
the equiaxed grain, therefore, here we choose the Z-type
function, the importance of which is growing rapidly as the
natural value approaches 1 (equation (24)). The form of
normalization functions corresponds to the ﬁgure 11. The
weighting coefﬁcients are distributed equally and all the data
are summarized in table 3.
Using the obtained grain properties, formula (24) and
table 3 data, we calculate a single quality index by grain area,
average grain size, and the degree of grain inequality for each
grain recognized by the program. Then the calculated values
are joined into the complex index of quality for each detected
grain. After that, the results are summarized in a table.
Next, for the columns of quality indicators are average,
minimum and maximum values, as well as the standard
11
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Figure 18. Average values of complex quality index of the microstructure of steel AISI 321 for the passes (a) and its standard deviation (b).

of the peripheral region is low (only 1.29 times) and tends to
slow down. This is due to the fact that an increase in the
degree of deformation does not occur further grinding of the
structure, but only improves its shape, becoming more uniform, as also evidenced by the values of the mean square
deviation, showing a minimum spread of values. The developed method of qualimetric quality assessment can become
the basis for new automated systems of quantitative metallographic analysis.

striped structure, as can be seen from ﬁgure 15(b), whose
irregular shape affects the assessment. At the same time, the
number of such fragments gradually decreases, improving the
structure.

Conclusion
For the purpose of more objective and unambiguous assessment of the obtained microstructure, a new qualimetric
method of quantitative quality analysis was developed. The
method was tested on the example of quality assessment of
AISI 321 steel microstructure. A comprehensive quality
assessment showed that the greatest improvement is experienced by the central zone of the bar, from 0.13 to 0.43, that is,
more than 3 times. At the same time, the growth in the quality
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